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The information provided in this presentation is for educational purposes only and should not be construed as financial advice. 

Why Bitcoin 
Why now



Today’s agenda

Presenter: Mr Lasanka Perera

CEO & Co-founder
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■ The best version of money

■ Good for humans

■ Good for the environment

■ Good for portfolios

■ Why now



History

2008

2009

2010

Satoshi Nakamoto 
published the Bitcoin 
whitepaper

Bitcoin Network launch

First economic 
transaction

14 years and 
still going 

strong

2007 - 2009

Global Finance Crisis
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Good for humans

44



Key features
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Unstoppable, 
irreversible money, 

available to all

Producing block after 
block 24/7 for 14 

years

global borderless 
currency

Provably 
computationally 

scarce

21 
million



Diminishing 
supply 

■ New supply halves 

every 210,000 blocks 

(~4 years)

■ Difficulty algorithm 

adjusts to ensure 

average 1 block every 

10 mins

■ Monetary policy fixed in 

code, unchanged for 14 

years

Data source: Glassnode
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Predictable and verifiable

Bitcoin Inflation
1.74%

Data source: Glassnode, charts.woobull.com / @woonomic
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Why is this important?
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2 bn unbanked  

1.5 bn underbanked

15%+  population 

living in double digit 

inflation

Many more being 

displaced by war, 

famine, etc

Fiat supply is 

unlimited
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How
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Send and receive on a 

network available 24/7 

without any intermediaries

Recorded on a ledger that 

cannot be manipulated

Store wealth in an asset 

that cannot be debased or 

confiscated



An escape when it is needed
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Who will need an escape next?



Good for the 
environment
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Some perspective
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■ Did NOT consume all of the world’s 

energy by 2020

■ Bitcoin mining uses 155 TWh 

annually, 0.6% of global electricity use 

(about the same as Malaysia or 

tumble dryers)

■ Produces 78 MtCO2e pa, 20% less 

than gold mining and 0.16% of total 

global emissions



Energy use - some perspective
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Country ranking, annual electricity consumption
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Greenhouse gas emissions: 
Bitcoin vs 30 most polluting countries
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BTC mining
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■ Can use energy that other industries 

can’t

■ Can fix the “duck curve” - increase 

profitability and incentivise more 

renewable projects

■ Can reduce global warming - methane 

emissions from coal mines and 

landfills are being used to power 

Bitcoin mining



Good for portfolios
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Bitcoin in a portfolio
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01
High upside 

potential

02
93% mined, only 

1.5m left to be 

mined

03
Low correlation 

(<0.2) to equities, 

gold and US 10yrs

04
Volatility falling

05
Adding BTC to a 

60:40 portfolio 

improves Sharpe 

Ratio



Falling volatility
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Improves Sharpe Ratio
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“A 5% allocation to bitcoin in a traditional 60% Stock, 40% bond portfolio would increase the Sharpe Ratio, a measure of risk

adjusted return, from .77 to .96, an increase of nearly 25%” Source - Morningstar



Superior technology
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Bitcoin vs Gold
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■ Gold market cap = 

US$13 trillion

■ Current Bitcoin 

market cap = US$ 

0.7 trillion

■ If Bitcoin market 

cap reaches…



What happens in a halving
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Bitcoin’s price appreciated 

9000%, 2800% and 600% 

following the last 3 halvings.



Why now
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02
93% mined, 1.5m 

left to be mined
03

Top of the rates 

cycle

05
BTC spot ETF 

incoming

01
BTC supply 

halving in April 

2024

04
Trust in institutions 

at all time low



Thank You
The information provided in this presentation is for educational purposes only and should not be construed as financial advice. 
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